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why preserve the web?

copy of the first webpage

http://www.w3.org/History/19921103-hypertext/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html


web archivists aren’t visible 
stakeholders

design

usage

archiving



search engine crawler ≠
archival crawler

“GoogleBots” by Flickr user ares64 under CC BY 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ares64/6180837261/
http://www.flickr.com/people/ares64/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en


what is a “preservable” 
website?

“Fish Preserver” by Flickr user ecstaticist under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/ecstaticist/6245586890/
http://www.flickr.com/people/ecstaticist/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/2.0/


three priorities:

• capture: can resources be acquired by 
current web archiving technologies?

• replay: can the user’s experience of 
the original website be recreated from 
the archived resources?

• preservation: how can it be assured 
that the archived website remains 
coherent over time?



follow web standards and 
accessibility guidelines

“Web Standards Fortune Cookie” by Flickr user mherzber under CC BY-SA 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/mherzber/1342908660/
http://www.flickr.com/people/mherzber/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


be careful with robots.txt 
exclusions

robots.txt for Last.fm

http://www.last.fm/robots.txt


use a site map, transparent 
links, and contiguous navigation

“Card sorting” by Flickr user Manchester Library under CC BY-SA 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/manchesterlibrary/2034771121/
http://www.flickr.com/people/manchesterlibrary/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


maintain stable URLs and 
redirect when necessary

“Improvised detour sign” by Flickr user Jason McHuff under CC BY-SA 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/jmchuff/2310542743/
http://www.flickr.com/people/jmchuff/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


consider using a Creative 
Commons license

“2500 Creative Commons Licenses” by Flickr user qthomasbower under CC BY-SA 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/qthomasbower/3640362081/
http://www.flickr.com/people/qthomasbower/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/


use durable data formats

“Lascaux cave painting” by Flickr user qoforchris under CC BY-ND 2.0

http://www.flickr.com/photos/goforchris/5800023505/
http://www.flickr.com/people/goforchris/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/


embed metadata, especially the 
character encoding

source code of http://www.seo.com/

http://www.seo.com/


use archiving-friendly platform 
providers and CMSs

robots.txt for Drupal 7

https://github.com/drupal/drupal/blob/7.x/robots.txt


three tips

1. see how well your site 
validates on 
http://validator.w3.org/

2. see how your site looks 
on http://archive.org/

3. your favorite online 
sitemap generator is a 
good starting point

“Highlighters” by Flickr user KJGarbutt under CC BY-ND 2.0

http://validator.w3.org/
http://archive.org/
http://www.flickr.com/photos/kjgarbutt/5575572006/
http://www.flickr.com/people/kjgarbutt/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nd/2.0/


thank you!
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